INTRODUCTION
An Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a wireless network consisting of mobile nodes, which can communicate with each other without any infrastructure support. In these networks, nodes typically cooperate with each other, by forwarding packets for nodes which are not in the communication range of the source node. Typically, routing protocols are classified according to the route discovery philosophy, into either reactive or proactive. Reactive protocols are on-demand. Route-discovery mechanisms are initiated only when a packet is available for transmission, and no route is available. On the other hand, proactive protocols are table-driven. Routes are precomputed and stored in a table, so that route will be available whenever a packet is available for transmission.
Our work is based on link stability in wireless networks. Link stability is unique to wireless network. Link stability refers to the ability of a link to survive for certain duration. The higher the link stability, the longer is the link duration. The stability of a link depends on how long two nodes, which form that link, remain as neighbours. Two nodes are neighbours when they remain within each other's communication range, or the signal strength is above certain threshold. Mobility causes link breakage and leads to route recovery. Transport layer performance degrades as a result of packet loss and trigger congestion control mechanism. A more stable link should therefore be preferred. However, routing algorithms that are based only on link stability have either been shown to exhibit little improvement over hop-count based algorithm or the improvement comes when link lifetime can be accurately predicted. A crucial issue with stability based routing algorithm is that much longer routes can be obtained compare to hop-count based routing.
For the last decade, many researches had been performed in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), especially in routing protocol of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) for the optimization or better performance. Many people expect that someday there will be a robust and reliable protocol due to the nature and characteristics of MANETs that always change, decentralized, self-configured, and had no infrastructure to manage. In the early 2000s, researchers focused on the development of basic functions or services of the AODV protocol, such as shared channel, route discovery, and dynamic nodes. The purpose of their studies was to manage an ad hoc network topology that always change and answer the problem of disconnected route (route error) caused by the level of mobility ad hoc node that cannot be predicted.
A major drawback of all existing ad hoc routing protocols is that they do not have provisions for conveying the energy and priority and/or quality of a path during route setup. Hence they cannot balance the load on different routes therefore we have taken Priority and Power into consideration. Also, both proactive and reactive protocols chose a route based on the metric, the smallest number of hops to the destination. But it may not be the most significant route. It may cause the packet drop rate, packet end-to-end delay, or routing overhead to be increased.
Conventional on-demand routing protocols such as AODV and DSR are energy-unaware. Routing is done based on shortest path, the cost metric either considers number of hops or end-to-end delay at the time when route is established. The protocols do not proactively modify routes until they break. If nodes are energyconstrained, such metrics may have adverse effect on the network lifetime on the whole. Since recharging or replacing the battery is not feasible in most of the ad hoc network applications, it is imperative to study and design routing protocols which are able to conserve node energy to prevent premature death.
II.
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In the process of data transmission, the node estimate the distance between itself and the sending node through the intensity of the received packet signal, and estimate the relative velocity between the sending node and itself through the time difference of the neighboring received data and the intensity of packet signal. Apply a backup route technique by creating a backup path for every node on a main path of data transmission. When a node gets failure to deliver a data packet through the main path, it immediately utilizes its backup route to become a new main path for the next coming data packet delivery to reduce a number of data packets dropped and to maintain the continuity of data packet transmission in presence of some faults (node or link failures). Step 1: Discover the neighbor node by sending hello packets along with route information.
Step 2: If no route is available, send the hello packet alone.
Step 3: When RREQ is received, check the local route table to know whether any neighbor with route to destination exists.
Step • Wireless sensing nodes rely heavily on the ability to establish position information. The algorithms presented herein rely on range measurements between pairs of nodes and the a priori coordinates of sparsely located anchor nodes. Clusters of nodes surrounding anchor nodes cooperatively establish confident position estimates through assumptions, checks, and iterative refinements.
• Ad Hoc Routing Protocols:
A number of routing protocols have been suggested for ad-hoc networks. These protocols can be classified into two main categories: Table driven routing protocols. Source initiated on demand routing protocols.
• Table Driven Routing Protocols: Table- driven routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information from each node to every other node in the network. These protocols require each node to maintain one or more tables to store routing information, and they respond to changes in network topology by propagating updates throughout the network in order to maintain a consistent network view. The areas in which they differ are the number of necessary routing-related tables and the methods by which changes in network structure are broadcast.  Source Initiated On Demand Routing:
A different approach from table-driven routing is source-initiated on demand routing. This type of routing creates routes only when desired by the source node. When a node requires a route to a destination, it initiates a route discovery process within the network. This process is completed once a route is found or all possible route permutations have been examined. Once a route has been established, it is maintained by a route maintenance procedure until either the destination becomes inaccessible along every path from the source or until the route is no longer desired.
III. PROGRAMMER'S DESIGN
Initially when to start the system that time system contain two actor one is server and second is node this are present in network. So when to start the system that time server is get started first and at the server side to maintain all information about each node those are present in network that information is nothing but the routing table information. In routing table to store the node information that is node IP address, sequence number, node signal string, flow capacity, relative position of node, etc.
So when to start the system that time at server side to find out number of node those are present in network at that time. After finding that number of node creates the topology between the nodes. To create topology using two methods that is manually and automatically. After creating topology at server end that topology reflect at every node side. At node end display topology on screen in that node end display the present node and there neighbour node structure. Then to start the communication process.
In communication process initially all nodes maintain their own transmission range in this method. Transmission range (NTr) of each node present in the network is compared with the total transmission of network (TTrN). Then broadcast request hello message to all neighbour nodes except misbehaviour node to identified misbehaviour node using server side information and each node routing table information. In that to identified misbehaviour node to check the packet drop ratio(PDR) of each node if PDR is high means more than 3 then declare that node is misbehaviour node and do not consider that node in father communication. After broadcasting hello message to receive hello message reply from neighbour nodes, It calculates time to reach the hello message from neighbour nodes to originalAfter getting NTr it is compare with TTrN. If NTr is higher than the TTrN, then adjust the energy of this node accordingly and calculate the signal strength. If threshold value observed is higher then judge the relative position of node and set timer accordingly. Check the flow capacity of particular node and in that case if packet delivery ratio (PDR) is okay then store node address in routing table and declare that node as a good node. By figure 1 find out good neighbour node step by step. Good neighbor node can be found out using steps shown in figure 3 The proposed system is divided into six phases:-a) Phase A: Create Topology at server side
In this phase at server side to first find out the number of node that are present in network. After finding the number of nodes to create network topology by using two methods that are:-1. Using system design:-In this method when server want to perform the communication that time server get no. of nodes present in network and using that node randomly create topology between that present nodes. In this phase, when source node wants to create route then source node it broadcasts hello message to all neighbour nodes and receives reply hello message from neighbour node. But when source node send the message at that time they only send message to normal node not misbehaviour node. Table  Update neighbour node routing table according 
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In proposed system Node signal strength is calculate by using equation 1,
(1) In that Equation SH is signal strength of hello message and Time between two successive hello message is T and e is the link connection between two node to calculate signal strength of particular node.
Then flow capacity of node i j is calculated by using equation 2,
V.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Server Side Screen Shot Figure 1 shows that server side screen shot, in that they show the information about all node those are present in network, there ip address, NTR, server node that ip address and tab to create graph for different result. Server Side Routing Table before Path Creation  Table 2 : Server Side Table before Path Creation   Table 2 shows the Server side routing table. In That when to start the system that time initially routing table parameter (signal string ,Total send packet, Total received packet, misbehave count ) are set as zero, and when path is create that time that value are update. Figure 4 show the end-to-end delay is the average time between data packets sent out from the sources and received at the destination. The delay can be denoted with respect to number of nodes and mobility rate. As the mobility rate increases the end-to-end delay is always increases because the network topology changes more frequently. So selecting good node and create route to decrease end to end delay. Figure 5 show the misbehave count chart in that chart those node declared as a misbehave node, do consider that node in next any path creation step.to find out misbehave node using server routing table information otherwise those node drop packet more than three time, declare that node as misbehave node. Packet Delivery Ratio Figure 6 show Packet delivery ratio is the ratio of the data packets received at the destination to the data packets sent out from source. The delivery ratio can be denoted by mobility rate. As the mobility rate increases, the delivery ratio always decreases.  Complexity Computation:-In proposed method performance of each node is calculated and analyzed individually. Evaluation is done by increasing node number and network size, But proposed method have some limitation .If number of node is increasing or network size is increasing then cost of project increases.  Energy Consumption :-From the comparative study it is observed that energy consumption by using good neighbor node is more than the AODV protocol. For transferring data between source to destination node, select only good neighbor node Good nodes have maximum signal strength and flow capacity. So use that node to transfer data fast. According to [1] AODV protocol with 6 no of nodes the information successfully delivery percentage is 83.61 and with 10 no of nodes it is 84.65. According to proposed methodology with 6 no of nodes the successfully delivery percentage is 99.73 and with 10 no of nodes it is 94.72. The complexity of proposed methodology depend on no of nodes present in network i.e. O(N).
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VI. CONCLUSION
While designing routing protocol security issues are ignored in an ad -hoc network. Route failures, bad node present in network this are important issues face when to perform communication. In proposed approach Store all information related to good nodes in routing table and update information time to time. This will improve network presentation. Simulation results show that our proposed solution improves network immovability and communication. In future, we may need to classify good nodes from bad nodes from protection point of view and so packet drop ratio will be reduced.
